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Introduction
In a previous report1 we considered the excitation of ion acoustic, electrostatic ion
cyclotron, and magnetosonic waves by a strong pump near the lower hybrid frequency
in a highly magnetized uniform plasma ( pi = 10 Qi , 2e : 4. 5 pe ). We described the
derivation of coupling coefficients for two particular cases, (i) the pump at the lower
hybrid frequency coupling to two low-frequency (ion acoustic) waves and (ii) the pump
and an idler above the low hybrid coupling to a single low-frequency (electrostatic
ion cyclotron or magnetosonic) wave. In this report we describe computational methods
for deriving coupling coefficients by using the facilities of MACSYMA.2 There are
two advantages to deriving such expressions on MACSYMA. First, once the technique
has been developed, it should be relatively simple to apply it to new problems and to
obtain approximate answers in a short time. Second, with little additional effort on
the part of the user corrections to the dominant terms can be derived. This provides
a useful check on the accuracy of the approximations.
In the nonlinear coupling-of-modes theory we look for three waves such that
n =a + Ob (1)
k = k + k b . (2)n a
3 (2)We then calculate the second-order current J(2) arising from the nonlinear
a, b
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interaction of modes a and b. This current is considered as a perturbing current to
mode n. The perturbation may be expressed in terms of the coupling coefficient IM,
where
(2)E J7
n a,b
M= - (3)
n
In this problem we take mode n to be the ion mode that we are trying to excite; a is
the pump and b is the idler. Note that, since the pump is normally at the highest fre-
quency, we have cob < 0.
We assume that the plasma is infinite and homogeneous, and that the magnetic field
is uniform. We take the ions to be cold, and consider only modes described by the
2 2
electrostatic approximation. We take L H = WpV since e pe
For work with MACSYMA, we have normalized a number of quantities in order
to avoid having a large number of common factors. Also, since we use the electrostatic
approximation, E has been replaced by k.
Frequency: WN = c /2. (4)
Wave numbers: KN = kc s/ i
KNM = KN (5)
KNX = k c /£i , etc.
xE
Conductivity SIGMAN: = (6)
o pl
Electron and ion velocities: = SIGMAN.KN
(7)
= Transpose V
VIT VI
NE KN. VI)
Electron and ion densities: = (8)N WN
All of the common factors of the terms in the resulting expression for M are combined
and called CONSTFACT. The terms in M are shown in Fig. VI-1.
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(C3) DISPIAY(CONSTFACT,NICONMIFCOVNVMFVLOE W,MEPRES,MECONT ,M)$
2
E E E* EP WN QA B N 0 PI
(E4) CONSTFACT =
KNM KNM W MI KNM C
A B CI N S
(KN . VI ) (VIT . VI )+ (KE . VI) (VIT . VI )
A B N A B A N B
(E5) MICONV = -
2 WN
N
NI (KN . VI )+ N (KN . VI )
B N A A N B(E6) MInW = -
2 WN
N
(K . VE ) (ET . VE ) + (KN . VE ) (VET VE)
A B N A B A N B
(E7) MECOAV =
2 MU WN
N
NE (KN .. VE ) + NE (KN . VE )
B N A A N B(EB) MESOW =
2 WN
N
E NE (VET . KN )
A B N N
(E9) MEPRES = -
2 WN
N
KN KN
N N
B N A N WN A N B N WN
N N
(E1o) NECONT =
2WN
N
(Ell) M = CONSTFACT (MECONT + NECONV + MEFLOW + MEPRES + MICONV + MIFIWW)
TIME= 40 MSEC.
Fig. VI-1. Coupling coefficient M expressed in terms of
MACSYMA variables.
Outline of Method
The key to symbolic derivation of approximate expressions is the MACSYMA
TAYLOR function. TAYLOR (exp, var, pt, pow) expands exp in a truncated Taylor's
series in the variable var around the point pt. Terms through (var-pt)**pow are gen-
erated. This enables the user to order quite general expressions in terms of some small
parameter and truncate it at any specified level. The result is put in a special
internal form so that the many operations on the results preserve the structure and
truncation level. Figure VI-2 shows some examples of the use of this command. The
Command lines entered by the user begin (Cn) and the result is Displayed in lines (Dn).
The aim in working with Taylor's series is usually to keep the number of significant
terms constant. This means that the truncation level may have to be removed or reset
when working with expressions whose leading terms are of higher order than 1. It is not
always known how the truncation level should be set in a new problem, and in such a case
it may be necessary to go back and readjust the level after the first attempt.
In any physical problem, then, we must look for large and small parameters, in
which we can order the terms of our expression. For instance, in problems involving
a lower hybrid wave coupling to an ion acoustic wave we might wish to say that the mass
mi a </k A 1
ratio = p is large, the phase velocity of the lower hybrid wave - is large,
m c s
e s
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(03) S1:SQRT(4-5*SIN(X))*COSH(X);
IME= 66 MSEC.
( 66 3) cSH(x) SQRT(4 - 5 SIN(X))
(04) T1:TAYIOR(S1,X,0,3);
TIME= 607 XSEC. 2 3
5 X 39 X 1015 X(D4) 2-- + - ------ + . . .
4 64 1536
(05) T1-2;
TIM= 189 MSEC. 3
2 25 X
(D5) 4-5X+4X -- .
6
Here we see the contagious effects of the Taylor series representation. Adding T1 and S2 converts 82 from the general
representation in which it was entered to the special representation used by Taylor series. Note the one consequence
of this is the loss of the X4/3 term of 82.
(06) s82X+X2+X4/3;
TIME= 47 MSEC.
4
2 X
(D6) x+x +--
3
(07) T1+2;
TIMIE 158 MSEC.
2 3
X 103 X 1015 X
(D7) 2--+-- -+
4 64 1536
There are h number of ways we can prevent truncation occuring, two of which are shown here. EV just removes the
information about the truncation level, whereas RATDISREP converts an expression into the general representation.
(C8) EV(T1)+S2;
TIME= 304 MSEC.
2 3 4
3072 - 384 X + 2472 X - 1015 X + 512 X
(Dce)
1536
(09) RATDISREP(T1)+42;
TIME= 107 MSEC.
2 3 4
X 103 X 1015 X X(D9) 2--+--- +-
4 64 1536 3
This is a case where, because the leading term is not of order 1, care must be taken to adjust the truncation level
correctly. This may either be accomplished by removing the truncation level (C013), or by resetting it (014).
Comparison with D15 shows that in either case the expression is correct to 3 significant terms (the number of terms in
the original Taylor series D11).
(010) S3:8*X^3/SQRT(1-3*TAN(X));
TIME= 83 MSEC.
3
8X
(10) 
sQRT(1 
- 3 TAN(X))
(011) T3:TAYLOR(S3,X,0,5);
TIME. 1127 ME880.
3 4 5
(D11) 8 X + 12 X + 27 X +
(012) T32;
TIME= 186 MSEC.(D12) 0
(013) EV(T3)'2;
TIME= 117 MSC.
6 7 8 9 O10
(D13) 64 X + 192 X + 576 X + 648 X + 729 X
(014) TAYLR(T3,X,0,8)2;
TIME= 365 MEC880. 6 7 5
(D14) 64 X + 192 X + 576 X +
(015) TAYILR(S3"2,X,0,10);
TIME= 5278 MSEC.
6 7 8 9 10(D15) 64 X + 192 X + 576 X + 1792 X + 5568 X + . . .
Fig. VI-2. Examples of the use of TAYLOR function and
manipulation of Taylor's series in MACSYMA.
and cos 0 = E2 for the lower hybrid wave is small.
In order to invoke the Taylor's series routine, we must combine these parameters
into a single one, with due regard for the weight of various parameters. So we might write
i 1
e 6(9)
kcs/ I= 1 6 (10)
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cos 0 = C2 = 26, (11)
where 1I , \2 ~ 1. We may then proceed to take Taylor's series in 6 about zero. At the
end we need only substitute for 6, XI and X2 to recover the original parameters F, E1 and
E2. The weighting given to the small or large parameters need not have any physical sig-
nificance. The reason for assigning weights is merely to tell the Taylor's series routine
how to truncate the expressions. At any stage we may recover the original parameters by
substituting for the X. In general, the X may take fairly large or small values, but the
aim is to have
a, b, c m, n, o
1
x, y, z 6 '
so that within each coefficient of 6 there is a further and more fine ordering in the X. If
such a fine ordering is eventually used, however, the Taylor's series truncation,
originally based on the order of 6, may have to be modified.
Coupling to Two Ion Acoustic Modes
Consider a small k pump mode at the lower hybrid frequency (dispersion relation
o = CLH C pi ) coupling to two ion acoustic wave modes b and n at approximately half the2 22
lower hybrid frequency (dispersion relation w = k c ). The pump propagates nearly per-
s
pendicular to the magnetic field. A typical case in k space is illustrated in Fig. VI-3. (In
b
_ b
B (BET)
choosing a coordinate system we make kay = 0.)
are the following.
Fig. VI-3.
Typical k space diagram for
the case of one lower hybrid
mode (a) coupling to two ion
Z, B acoustic modes (b and n).
The small parameters that we choose
kaxcs/a = C, = X 16; KNX[A]: LMI*DEL*WN[A] (12)
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kaz
2 = 6; KNZ[AJ: LM1 "-*LM2 *DEL 2W N[A] (13)2 2
ax
1= 3 = h2 6 ; WN[CIJ:LM3*DELWN[A] 
(14)
a
a = E4 46; WN[CEJ]:N[AI/DEL 2/LB4 (15)
e
m
e 1 _ 62 MU: I/DEL 2. (16)
m. f1
On the right-hand side of these expressions we have shown the commands that give
MACSYMA this information. Note that in defining the MACSYMA variables we com-
pared frequencies and wave numbers to WN[A]. TAYLOR will, in effect, assume that all
undefined frequencies and wave numbers are of the same order as WN[A].
Figure VI-4 shows the steps in the calculation of the ion terms of the coupling coef-
ficient. A similar set of MACSYMA commands accomplishes the same calculation
for the electrons. Note that as a consequence of the cancellation of the leading terms
it is necessary to carry 3 significant terms throughout the calculation to be able to
obtain 2 terms in the answer.
The resultant expressions for M are
(1 - 2 sin a) k c cos a sin a sin p k c
M io n  C 2 aso 10a 2 o W (17)
el =C az s cos a sin a a s az c
VC~ j< -a a-  (18)
e cos p(1 - sin a) W W
where
a b n o pi q
C = CONSTFACT 4 m.
a bns
93In both cases the first part of the expression is of order 6 and the second of 6 . But
the second term in M. is multiplied by a large numerical factor (10) and so the ratioion
of the two terms in M. ision
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(Cs) BATCH([APIA,IOE.,DSX,PLASMAJ,ON);
(C9) (DOALL:TIUE ,EZCFFShITCH:TRUE,TIME:TRUE,KEPFLOAT:FALSE,IDAT:FALSE,DOTNONASSOC:TRUE,NQIABEIS:TRUE)$
TIMEL= 22 MSEC.
(C10) RATVARS(K Z[A] ,KNh[A] ,WN[B] ,WN[N],WN[A],LM4,IM3,IM2,1M1 ,%I,MU,DEL)$
TIME= 117 MSEC.
Here we put in the information about large and small parameters, expressing all in terms of DEL.
(C11) (NIX[A]:DiL*WI[A]*IM1 ,KNY[A]:O,KNZ[A]:KNX[A]*IM2*DEL,U:1/DEL2,WN[CI]:IM3*DEL*WN[A),WN[CE]:WN[A]/DEL^2/IM4)$
TIME= 183 NSFC.
Define two functions TAI and MATTAY. TAY(X,P) returns a Taylor series of X in DEL about 0 truncating at P. MATTAY
does the same, but operates on a matrix, and returns a matrix each element of which is a Taylor series.
(C12) (TAY(X,P):=TAYLOR(EV(X),DEL,O,P),MATTAY(M,P):=MATRIXMAP(LAMBDA([V],TAY(V,P)),M))$
TIME- 27 MSEC.
Load in and display general expressions for ion terms of the coupling coefficient.
(013) ICADFILE(8SYMCC,IO,DSK,PIASMA)$
SYMCC ION DSK PIASMA BEING LOADED
LOADING DONE
TIME= 363 MSEC.
(C14) KI1:[KEX[I ,MNY[I],KNZ[I]]$
TIME;--=65 MSEC -
(C15) DISPIAY(CCNSTFACT,MICONV,MIFWIW,KN[A])$
2
EE E* EP WN Q
A B N 0 PI
(E16) CONSTFACT =
KNM KNM W MI KNM C
A B CI N S
(EN . VI) (VIT .VI ) + (KN . VI ) (VIT . VI )
A B N A B A N B
(E17) MICONV = - 2 WN
N
NI (KN . VI ) + NI (KN . VI)
B N A A N B
(E18) MIFLOW = -
N
2
(E19) KN = [WN A M1 DEL, O, WN A 11 IM2 DEL
A A A
TIME= 19 MSEC.
Load in expression for SIGMAN applicable to a cold species, and use it as the basis of a functional definition of
SIGMAN. With this definition when we reference a particular element of SIGCAN say SIGMAN[A], a Taylor series form
applicable for mode A is returned.
(C20) InADFILE(SIG,COLD,DSK,PAS4A)$
SIG COLD DSK PLASMA BEING LOADED
LOADING DONE
TIME= 551 MSEC.
(C21) (JNC]:WN[CI],WN[P]:WR[PI])$
TIME- 23 SEC.
(C22) SIG:MATRIXMAP(RATSIMP,SIGMAN[I )$
TIME= 3832 MSEC.
(C23) KIIL(SIGMAN)$
TIME= 8 MSEC.
(C24) SIGMAN[K]:=MATRIXMAP(IAMBDA([V],TAYLOR(EV(V,IK,EVAL),DEL,0,2)),SIG)$
TIME= 17 MSEC.
In the followinl command, the commands for the computation and display of VI, VIT and NI have been combined. Note that
the truncation level has been adjusted to keep 3 significant terms in each expression. We have removed the truncation
level from NI preparatory to calculating NICONV and MHIOW. It is not necessary to do this with the velocities, since
at the present time this is done automaticly prior to matrix multiplication.
(C25 BLOCK(DISPIAY(SIGMAN A ,SIGMAN B SIGMA NN ,VIA:IGMAI A.KNrA],VIA :MATTAY(VIA] 3) DISPIAYVI[AJ),VI[ :SI [B] .EN[B],V~[B !.A A TTAY(V[,2) , A(V JNI ".N[]VI[A /WNA], 1 X~NI[A],4,
NI A :EV(NIA I IA .V[B1 ) BNIB :TAY(NI[Bj,2) ,I I [BJ ),DISPLAY(I[B),
vI[] :N[] . N[n ,IT[ ( VIT[],2),DiW(9T [ ]
2 2
1 I3 DEL I4 %I DEL
- + +... 0
WN WN UN
A A A
2 2
(E26) SIGMAN = I13 %I DEL 1 113 DEL
A + ... 0
WN UN UN
A A A
1
0 0 -
A
Fig. VI-4. MACSYMA derivation of the ion terms of the coupling
coefficient for coupling to ion acoustic waves.
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LM3 WN DEL LM3 WN %I DEL
1 A A
- + + ... 0
WN 3 2
B WN WE
B B
2 2 2
(E27) SIGMAN = IM3 WN %I DEL LM3 WN DEL
E A 1 A
+ + . . 0.
2 WN 3
WN E WN
B B
1
0 0
WN
2 2 2
LM3 WN DEL LM3 WN %I DEL
1 A A
WN 3 2
N WN WN
N N
2 2 2
(E26) SIGMAN = I13 WN %I DEL 1M3 WN DEL
N A 1 A
+ + . 0..
2 WN 3
WN N WN
N N
00 -
WNN
(ROU TO COL CONVERSION MADE)
2 3
IM1 DEL + I3 LM1 DEL +
(E29) VI = 2
A - LM3 1 %1 DEL
2
LM2 IN1 DEL
(ROW TO COL CONVERSION MADE) 2 2 2
KNX 1143 KNY WN %I LEL IM4 WN KNX DEL
B B A A B
WN 2 3
B WN WN
B B
2 2 2
KNY IM3 KNX WN %I DEL IM3 WN KIY DEL
(E30) VI= B B A A B
B -- + +
WN 2 3
B WE WN
B B
KNZ
B
WN
B
2 2 2 2 2 4
(E31) NI = IM1 DEL + (LM3 + 112 ) IM1 DEL
A
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
(KNX + KNY + KNZ ) W + (K KNY ) WN IS3 DEL
B B B B B B A
(E32) NI =
B 4
WN
B
MATRIX DISPLAYI: AS LIST O LISTS)
E33) VII
2 2 2
KNX KNY 1143 WN %I DEL IM3 WN KNX DEL
N N A A N
= [[- - + + .
WE 2 3N WN WN
N N
2 2 2
KNY KNX 113 WN %I DEL 1143 WN KNY DEL KaZ
N N A A N N
- + + . . ]
WN 2 3 WN
N 1.N WN N
TIiE= 22975 MSNC.
Fig. VI-4. (continued).
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(C34) KILL(SIGNAN,SIG)$
TIME= 16 MSEC.
Evaluate MICONV and BIFLOW and expand the result in a truncated Taylor series, the results being displayed term by
term. Note that again we have chosen the truncation level to keep 3 significant terms.
(035) MICONV:EV(M-1ICONV,EVAL)$
TIME= 13095 MSEC.
(C36) MIFLOU:EV(MILOW,EVAL)$
TIME= 9041 NSEC.
(C37) KILL(ARA.S,MU,MATTAY)$
T'i=a 62 MSLC.
(c3) MICONV:TA1(MICONV,3)$
lME= 63212 MSEC.
(C39) MIFLOW:TA1(MIYLOW,3)$
TIME- 12322 MSEC.
(C40) DISPTERMS(MICOV)$
2
(KNX 11i KEX + KNX L11 (KEY KNY + KNZ KNZ )) DEL
B N E B N B N
2
2 UN WN
B N
2 2
((Wf (KNX ( - N lM1 KNX -KNZ LM1 M2 KNX ) + LM1 ( - KN KZ M2 KY - KZ IM2 KNZ )) WN
B B A N E N B B N B N N
+BI
2
(kN ( - N KNX KNY LM1 LM3 KNX + WN KNX II I13 KNY )
B A B E N A E N
2
+ ( - WN KNX KNY IN1 I13 KKX + WN KNX LM1 I111 KNY
A E B N A B N
2 2 2 3
+ WN (KNX KMEY LM1 LM3 KNX + LM1 (KNY IM3 KNY + KNY KNZ IM3 KNZ )) WN )) DEL )/(2 WN WN )
B B B N B N B B N N B N
2 2 2 2 2 2
- ((WN (WN KNX I 1 IA3 KNX + WN KNX KNY LM1 M3 KNY )
E A E N A B B
2 2 2 2
- WN ( - WN KNY LM1 1113 KNX + WN KNX KNY LM1 LM3 KNY ) WN
B A E N A B B N N
2 2 2 2 2
+ WN (WN KNX LM1 LM3 KNX + WN KNX KNY I,11 I3 KNY )WN
B A B N A B B N N
2 2 2 2
- WN ( - 6N KNY IM1 LM3 KNX + WN KNX KNY IIM1 3 KNY ) WN
B A B N A B B r N
2 2 2 2 2
+ (kN KNX LM1 IA13 KNX + UN KNX KNY IM1 IM3 KNY
A B N A B B N
2
+ WU
B
2 2 2 2 2 2
(WN KNZ LM1 IM2 KNX + KNX IM1 IM3 KNX + KNX (kN IM1 IM2 KNZ + LM1 (KNY IM3 KNY + KNZ L 3 KNZ ))))
A N B N B A N B N B N
2
WN
+ %I
2 2 2
(WN (WN KNY KNZ M1 LM2 I13 KNX + KNX ( - WN IM1 I 3 KNY - WN KNZ IM41 M2 IM KNY )) WN
B A B B N B A N A B N N
2 2
+ ( - W KNX WN M41 LM3 KNY
A B B N
2 2 2 3
+ WN (WN KNY IM1 M3 KNX + WN KNY KNZ IM1 IM2 IM3 KNX - WN KNX KNZ IM41 LM2 IMS KNY )) WN )) DEL)
B A B N A B B N A B B N N
3 4
/(2 WN WN )
B E
TIME 14397 NSEC.
Fig. VI-4. (continued).
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(C41) DISPEUMS(MIFLOW)4
2 2 2
(KNY LM1 KX + LM1 (KNX KNX + KNZ KNX )) DEL
E N B N B N
2
2 W WN
B N
2 2 2 2 2
(( - NY WN I L1 KNY + %I (KNY LM1 4M3 KNY + (KNX + KNZ ) IM11 LM3 KNY ) - Y LM1 142 KNZ
B E N B N B B N B N
2 2 2 2 2
+ N LM1 ( -KX KNX -KZ KNZ)+ 11M2( KNX KNZ -KNZ KNZ )) DEL)/(2 WN WN)
h B N B N B N B N B N
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
- ((KNY kN LM21 LM3 KNX + WN LM1 IM43 (KNX KNX + KNZ KNX)
B B N B B N E N
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3
+ WN (KNX IM1 143 KNX + KNY IM1 LM3 KNX ) + %I WN (KNY WN LM1 3 KNX - KNX WN LM1 1M3 KNY )) DEL)
A B N B N A B B N B B N
4
/(2 WN WN )
B N
TIME= 4398 MSEC.
At this stafe we could combine terms. However the leading term (in DEL) would contain a factor (WN(B]+WN[NJ) which is
itself of order DEL. (Remember that WN[B] < 0.) To illustrate this and also to reduce the number of parameters in the
final answer, we load in expressions for WN and KN in terms of ALP and BET (see Fig. 3). These are Taylor series
truncated at DEL'2.
(C42) LOADFILE (IARSCN,TAY,DSK,C1K)$
IARSCN 2AY DSK CFK BEING LOADED
LOADING DONE
TIMF= 1112 MSEC.
(C43) DISPLAY(WE[A],WN[NB],WN[B,KN[A],KN[N],KN[B])$
(E44) WN = WN
A A
WN WN IM1 SIN(ALP) DEL
A A
(E45) WN =- + +
N 2 2
WN WN IM1 SIN(ALP) DEL
A A
(E46) WN = -- + +.
B 2 2
2
(E47) KN = [WN I 1 DEL, 0, WN LM1 I2 DEL]A A A
(E48) KNN
WN SIN(ALP) ( - COS(BET) COS(ALP) 4M2 WN + WN 2IM1) DEL
A A A
= -[--- +
2 2
2 2 2 3 2
((- IM2 WN - WN M1 ) SIN(ALP) + WU M12 SIN (ALP)) DEL
A A A
4
2 2 2
SIN(BET) COS(AL) WN ( - 1 + SIN (ALP)) IM1 SIN(BET) COS(ALP) WN DEL
A A
+ +
2 4
COS(BET) COS(ALP) WE; L2 WN SIN(ALP) DEL
A A
2 2
2 2 2 2
+ (( - COS(BE) COS(ALP) 12 N + 2 IM2 WN IM1 - COS(BEI) COS(ALP) WN IM1 + COS(BET) COS(ALP) UN IM1 SIN (ALP))
A A A A
2
DEL )/4 +
Fig. VI-4. (continued).
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(E49) KN
B
WN SIN(ALP) (COS(BET) COS(ALP) IM2 WN + WN LM1) DEL
2 2 2 3 2
-122 WN - IM 2 ) SIN(ALP) + WN M142 SIN (ALP)) DELA A A2 2
4
2 2 2SIN(BET) COS(ALP) WN ( - 1 + SIN (ALP)) IM SIN(BET) COS(ALP) WN DEL
A A
2 4
COS(BET) COS(ALP) WN I42 WN SIN(ALP) DEL
A A
2 2
2 2 2 2
+ (( - COS(BET) COS(ALP) IM2 WN - 2 LM2 WN IM1 - COS(BET) COS(ALP) WN IM1 + COS(BET) COS(ALP) WN LM1 SIN (ALP))A A A A
2
DEL )/4+ . ]
TIM-E= 124 MSEC.
Since we wish to keep terms up to DEL'3 in the final answer we must reset the truncation level for WN and KN to 3. In
C51 we define a function TRIGRED which effects some trigonometric identities.
(C50) BLCK(KNXB ]:TAY(KNX[B],3 ,KNXN :TAY(KNX[N],3), KNY[B1:TAY(KNYB],3,), NN :TAY(KNY[), 3),
KNZ[BJ:TAY(KNZ[,3),KBZ[N] :TAY(KNZ[N] ,3),WN[B]:TAY(WN[B],3jWN[N]:TAY(WN[N],3))$
TIME= 8496 MSEC.
(C51) (TRIGD(X :=SUBST S(A 2=1-NA P)-2,CS(ALP 3=CS(ALP)* 1-SIN(ALP2 COS(ALP)4=(-SIN(ALP)'2)2,COS(BET)-2=1-SIt(BET)2,CKI(BET)3--COS(BET *(1.sN(tET)T2 U O ET =1-SIN BET -2-2], x .),
KN[ L:=[KNX ,KN[I Y[ ],KNZ[I]])$
Evaluate MICOINV and MIFIOW and combine them to obtain MION. Note that the leading terms have cancelled, so that it was
necessary to keep 3 significant terms throughout the calculation in order to obtain 2 significant terms in the final
answer.
(c52) MICONV:TRICRFD(EV(hICONV,EVAL));
TIME- 159176 MSLC.
2 2 2(D52) - ( - 2 SIN(ALP) LM1 DEL + ((2 - 2 SIN (ALP)) IM1 + 2 COS(ALP) SIN(BET) LM3 I1 %I) DEL
3 3 2 2 2
+ ((( - 2 SIN(ALP) - E SIN (ALP) + ( - 8 SIN(ALP) + 8 SIN (ALP)) SIN (BET)) 123 - SIN(ALP) IM2 ) £21
3 3 2 3
+ (3 SIN(ALP) - 3 SIN (ALP)) LM1 + 18 COS(ALP) SIN(ALP) SIN(BET) LM3 LM1 %1) DEL )/4
(C53) MIFLOk:TiIGRED(EV(NIFLOW,LVAL));
TIME= 89563 NSEC.
2 2 2(D53) - (2 SIN(ALP) 1241 DEL + ( - 2 SIN (ALP) LM1 - 2 COS(ALP) SIN(BET) D13 I.Il %I) DEL
3 3 2 2 2
+ (((2 SIN(ALP) + 8 SIN (ALP) + (8 SIN(ALP) - 8 SIN (ALP)) SIN (BET)) U3 + SIN(ALP) li2 ) 114
3 2 3
+ ( - 3 SIN(ALP) + 3 SIN (ALP)) IM1 + 2 COS(ALP) SIN(ALP) SIN(BET) LM3 LM1 ,I) DEL )/4
(C54) MICSN:NIlGW+NiICON ;
TIfLi= 175 MSLC.
2 2 2 2 3
(D54) (1 - 2 SIN (ALU)) I21 DEL + 10 COS(ALP) SIN(ALP) SIN(BET) LM3 LM1 %I DEL
2
(C55) KILL(AL:1A1-)$
IlNLE= 32 MSEC.
linally we substitute for the I1i's and multiply by CONSTFACT.
(C56) (DEL: /SQ (MU), 1 :K.M[A ]*SQT(MU)/W, [A],I2:KNZ[A]/KIM[A]*SRT(MU),i:SQRT(MU)/W[A],I4:W[A])$
I15= 147 MSIC.
(C57) MION:1E (11OX(CONSTFACI) *TBOX(NION),EVAL);
IIME= 1623 1.;ShC.
2 2 2 2(1 - 2 SIi; (ALP)) INM WN + 10 COS(ALP) SII.(ALP) EIN(ET) KiPN 1I E E E* EP WN QA A A A B N 0 PI(157) (- ) (
3 KIN KiHM W MI KiM C
2 WN A E CI N SA
I = 47496L .iSIC.(D5O) SATCH rONE
Fig. VI-4. (concluded).
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. i cos a sin a sin p
10
a 1- 2 sin a
which is of order 1 (if we ignore special anls), since l.,i ~ 0. 1, and so in general
we should keep both terms. Note that the first term was derived previously, under the
assumption that the ions are magnetized, so the second term is the finite magnetic field
term arising from the ellipticity of the ion orbits, and in order to maxirnize this term
we should try to make [ as large as possible.
The ratio of terms in nIel (E,q. 18) (wxith the trigonometric factors ignored) is
ka/kaz , which is only greater than unitx if cos 0 < 1/, but in that case the whole
electron term is small and so we are safe in discarding the second term in NelI to obtain
k c 2
az sIel = -C a .  (19)
This contribution comes fronm the electron prssure.
Comparing M and M.A , we find
l k
ael cos . 20)
Al. k Ko
10n a
In choosing ca we were forced to take a c . in or ,de to be able to couipl to 2 ion
a a p
acoustic modes. If the pump is a mode, we can only achiceve that if
2 1
cos 0 <<- ( 1 )a
ir which case we can neglect the election contribution. But if we do not restrict our-
selves to the pump being a mode, then Eq. 21 does not apply and, depending on the value
of cos 6 that we have chosen, we may have to take Ml = M., or Ai. + I , or Me ,
a on' I.on e
with AI. and IM given by E qs. 17 anrd 19, L'sp(,ctivelv.ion el
Coupling to a Lower Hybrid Wave and a Lo\w-Trequency Wave
In this case we take both the pump and idler (mrodes a and b) to be iowe r hybrid
waves, which couple to some low -frequency wave (n). Foor the lower hybrid waves we
may write = - u.( 1+ cos 6) we take mode n to be either maonetosonic = k2 or
pi z s
electrostatic ion cyclotron (= k'c -cos -9[/ -' . A tvpicl case is shown
in Fig. VI-5. Note that we . take k 0 s I ft ,fo re.
An expression for the, coupling coefficient es b n der ived.
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k cko C 5
ax s oy s zs k z c
RLI : C s U b
a ? 01
I a~i
(22)
The source of' these terms is the electron convective term. The real part is derived
to include only the z components of the velocities (infinite magnetic field limit), and
the imag-iinary part is the magnetic field correction resulting from E X B velocities in
modes a and b.
Fig. VI-5. ;)pical k space diagram for the case of a pump (a) and
idler (b) above the lower hybrid frequency coupling to a
low-frequency mode (n).
Using a simple form of ordering, k ~ k6 and o - kc /6 for modes a and b, we have
z s
founci expressions for Ad in which the terms in Eq. 22 could be identified. The ordering
that was chosen, however, was not good enough to separate these dominant terms from
the others. In other words, the coefficients of the resulting polynomial in 6 are them-
selves of order 6 or 1/6 or greater.
We are, therefore, investigating other finer ordering schemes. Since in such a case
the order of the polynomial in the new small parameter 6 is likely to be high, we may
need a more efficient ordering and truncating function than TAYLOR. Most of the
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expressions with which we deal are polynomials or ratios of polynomials; so instead
of using TAYLOR which works on quite general expressions, we can use the MACSYMA
function WEIGHT. With this function we assign weights to any number of variables; then
if an expression that is a sum of products is put in a special rational form in MACSYMA,
a term in the sum will be dropped if its combined weight (the sum of the weights of the
terms of the product) exceeds a user set variable WTLEVEL. Examples of the use of
these capabilities, and their application to the present problem, will be presented in a
future report.
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Introduction
We present a theory of coherent wave coupling in the presence of a strong pump with
arbitrary wave vector. Vith this theory we give a unified description of the modified
parametric, l the nonoscillatory, 2 and the modified nonoscillatory instabilities. The
theory naturally admits a study of pump depletion and the effects of pump evolution.
Linear Behavior of Small Perturbations in the Presence of a Strong Pump
Consider a homogeneous medium with nonlinear conductivities to all orders. Let
the medium sustain a pump-wave E field that is finite and of the form
ik - x- iw t -ik - x + i t
-O- O -0 - OE (x,t) = E e + E e , (1)
-pump -o -o
where the spatiotemporal frequency (k, Wo) is real. Then any small perturbing E field
at any frequency (k, m) gives rise to nonlinear currents that are linear in this perturbing
E field at all frequencies (k+nk ,0 +nwo). Thus, even the linear theory of small per-
turbations in the presence of the pump demands that we consider a set of such small
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perturbations E (n)} separated by multiples of the pump frequency. The frequencies of
this set may be denoted by
(k(n)' w(n) ) - (k o) + nko ,  (o) + nwo). (2)
For each small perturbation in the set MVaxwell's equations give
(n i)-k2 + (,)2 2 ) LINEAR = to NL(2) NL(3) +
o(n) (n)n) +- --(n E(n) om(n) I (n) -(n) '
(3)
NL(i) th
where J(n) is the i -order nonlinear current at the frequency w(n). Clearly a current
that is 2 nd 3 rd ... order in electric field and only 1 st order in some perturbing field
must be 1 st, 2 nd , ... order in the pump field. Thus the current at (k,(n) (n)) must
arise from perturbation fields at frequencies accessible via one, two, . . . frequency
steps of magnitude (ko , 0 ). This observation enables us to write the right-hand side of
-OO
(3) in terms of E fields.
S+ 2 /C2 ) LINEAR
(n)(n) (n) (n) E (n )
-il [ cNL(2) + o-NL(2)E E
o (n)L (n-1)-o = (n+1)-o
NL(3) NL(3) L(3)
+(1/2!) E E E +(1/ 2 !) E E E +o E E E +... I.
-(n-2)-o-o -(n+2)-o-o (n)-o-o
(4)
For simplicity, the dependence of the nonlinear conductivities on frequency and wave
vector has been suppressed. Equation 4 holds for each value of (n) and the resulting set
of equations is linear in the set of perturbation fields {E(n)}. Thus the (infinite) matrix
of coefficients of the components of these E ) must have a determinant equal to zero
if a solution is to exist at the frequencies {(k (n ) , (n).
If the polarizations of all E(n)E are known, then each E (n) is specified completely
by its scalar amplitude U( n) Here
E(n) U(n)-(n)
e * e =1
-(n) -(n)
The vector equation (4) may then be reduced to a scalar equation by taking its dot
product with e(n).
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L n) - (n)(n)
2 2 LINEA (n)
-k(n) i(n) - (n) -(n)
'NL(2) NL (2)41 (2( e U tl + C e eU U
S- (n) n) (n-1)-o n-) -(n) e-(n+l)- o (n+1)
L (3) NL(3) ; : 2
+ (1/2!) e 3) e u + (1/2 ) e 0+-u U
- (n)-- n-)- n-) (n) (n+-o-o o -(( +
" NL (3)+ e , e e u u +... .(n) - (n)-o-o o u (n)
(5)
This set of equations, linear in the set of scalar amplitudes un ' is consistent if the
(infinite) matrix of the coefficients of the (u(n)} has determinant zero. Divide (5) by
) /c2 and write it as
K(n) (n)
- .NL(2)
(n) (n-I), o
uCo (n) 0
(n) '(n+l), -o i
n-l)L o o (n+)
UJ
:- .NL( 3)
(n) 2(n-2), o, o
+ un)2! Co W(n) o
.NL(3)
e(n) * (n), o, -o
S e (n)
S(k(n) c
(n) (n) (n)
l(n)c
S(n)
.NL(2)
n) -(n+2i, -o, -o -U U (n+z2)
(n _2) 2! E 0  (n)
H -J
u u() +oo 0 (n)
k(n)c
+ +
(n)
I LINEAR
S (n)
o (n) e(n)
is essentially the dispersion relation for the linear perturbation in the absence of the
pump. The square brackets on the right-hand side of (6) are essentially normalized
coupling coefficients multiplied by pump amplitudes. The iK ) and the square brackets
are coefficients of the u (n)} and will therefore appear as entries in the matrix whose
determinant is to be equated to zero. In case only 3 perturbations are considered this
determinantal equation becomes finite and has the form
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* .NL(3) * NL(2) * . .NL(3)
(1) (1), 0, -0 (1) (o), o i (-1), o,
K(1) + i 1) Uo i -( ) uo eEo(1) Eo(I) o()
F* .NL(2) * NL(3) e* .NL(2)
(o) (),-o , () 1(o), 0, ,-0 (o) (-1)' Uo
E Wo(0) (0) Eo(o) 0 0 o )
* .NL(3) * NL(2) * NL(3)
1) (1),-o-o *2(-1) -(o), -o *i ) 1(-1), o,-o *i 2 e E u- ° K +i UuL Eo(- 1) u iL wol) o (-1) +o(-. OO
(7)
Assume an electromagnetic pump near the plasma frequency. Note that (7) has the
following solutions when uo = 0:
EM
(1) = 0, (k( , ) = (k (1), EM(kl))) - o
ES
K(1) = 0, (k(o) (o) (= (1)' BG(k(1) (ko' o)
ESK = 0, (k , o ()) = (k, (o)) (8)
ESK = 0, (k , ) = (k ,-w (k ))+ (k(-1) (0) (o)  (-1) BG (-1) o)
EM
K(_1 ) = 0, (o), )() = (-1) EM(k-1) (ko'  ).
Now take the z axis along k and graph the solutions (8) in the w-k(o)z plane for various
values of k(o)x, ko)y. It is simpler to draw the graph first for the values k(o)x= koy = 0.
The possible loci for (k(o)z' (o)) are then: positive HF (electromagnetic and Bohm-
Gross) dispersion curves with the pump spatiotemporal frequency subtracted, negative
HF (electromagnetic and Bohm-Gross) dispersion curves with the pump spatiotemporal
frequency added, and the LF (ion-acoustic) dispersion curve.
The labeled points in Fig. VI-6 are intersections of dispersion curves with opposite
gradients. From the usual coupling-of-modes theory we predict the possibility of cor-
responding instabilities for l uo * 0. Indeed A, A' indicate the possibility of coupling
together an electron-plasma wave and an ion-acoustic wave by means of the pump acting
once. Thus A, A' correspond to decay instabilities. B indicates the possibility of coupling "
together two opposite-going plasma waves by means of the pump acting twice. In the
approximation ko = 0, the point B falls on the k axis and the corresponding instability is
called the "nonoscillatory instability." C indicates the possibility of coupling together
an electromagnetic wave and an ion-acoustic wave by means of the pump acting once, and
corresponds to the stimulated Brillouin scattering. D indicates the possibility of coupling
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Fig. VI-7. Possible loci for (w(o), k (o)z) when k(o)1 * 0.
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together a plasma wave and an opposite-going electromagnetic wave by means of the
pump acting twice. This may be termed the 3rd-order hybrid instability. Since A, A', B
correspond to purely electrostatic perturbations, they cannot be driven unstable by a
transversely polarized pump unless k(o ) is given a nonzero part
k = k + k(o)I (o)x (o)y
in the transverse direction.
With the same pump wave as before, draw the graph of (8) for k (o) 0. The func-
tions (ciEM(k( 1 ) z ) ' CBG(k(l)z), IA(k(o)z)' -oBG(k(-1)z' -wEM(k(- )z ) are now replaced
by the functions wCEM k )1 + k 1 )z , CBG( k2) + k21)z 'IA o) +  )z '
-oBG k(2o) + k -1)z -EM k2o) + k 21)z "
The lowering and raising of the resulting curves to form possible loci for (k(o)z, C(o))
goes through as before. The graph of (8) then looks as shown in Fig. VI-7.
EMCompared with Fig. VI-6, the curves for K EM = 0 are roughly displaced upward and12 2 ES
downward, respectively, by k (0)c /2w . The curves for K =0 are roughly displaced
2 2
upward and downward, respectively, by 3 k(o) vTe/2a . The two halves of the curve for
ESK (o) = 0 are displaced at the center, upward and downward respectively, by k(o)IcS.
Evaluation of the Normalized Coupling Coefficients
Specialize to a driftless unmagnetized plasma and use the two-warm-fluids model. A
wave specified by e a , ka, wa then induces a first-order velocity and density for each
species given by
qe
v = iM
-a =a mcw
a
(9)
n k v
a -a -a
nE oa
where n E is the unperturbed particle density, and
2
-1 kkyvTi -1a-aTM =1i
=a 2
a
Two waves specified by ea k ,o a and e k b , b' respectively, induce a second-order
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velocity and density for each species given by
-a+b 2 a+b b a 2 nanb
v =M - v + v -+ -2 vT
k n n
an a+b . a+b + v + v b (10)
a+b = [-a+b -a nE nE
The normalized coupling coefficients in (7) are conveniently displayed in terms of these
induced velocities and densities as follows:
* .NL(2)
a lb, c im n 1 n-anbnc y(y-2) vT .n-a(-Vb - c) + 6 n
oa species o 6 permutations nE
of (-a, b, c)
(11)
S.NL(3)
ea . b, c, dn
Eo n-a-b+c Yd +  nE-a+b -c+d
species o 24 permutations
of (-a, b, c, d)
1 n-a+bnc+d 2 1 nanbnc nd 22
-
-n T+ 3  y(y-2)(y- 3 ) v . (12)8 VT 24 nE nE
Here the subscript -a is used to denote quantities calculated by using (9) and (10) with
(ka , wa) replaced by (-ka' -wa)
Coupling Coefficients for an Electromagnetic Pump near the Plasma Frequency
Now introduce approximations based on this physical situation. Take (1) and Woo
to be near the plasma frequency w . Take (-1) to lie near -o . Take (o) I to be
much smaller than w . The physical picture is of a pump whose frequency is roughly
around the plasma frequency, coupling together a triplet of perturbations; an HF per-
turbation, an LF perturbation, and a negative HF perturbation. Ignore the perturba-
tions at w(z) +2wp at which frequencies the plasma response is minimal. Then the
infinite matrix of coefficients of the {u ) reduces to the 3 X 3 matrix of the coefficients
of {u( 1 ), U(o), U(_ 1 )} displayed in (7).
Furthermore, take the phase velocities of the pump and the positive and negative
HF perturbations to be much greater than the electron thermal velocity, but take the
phase velocity of the LF perturbation to be much less than the electron thermal velocity
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I(1) : (-i
(o)
1 e k(0
Note that within this appro ximation we cannot consider interactions C and D in Fig. VI-6.
These will be treated separately. Assume the LF phase velocity is not near the ion
thermal velocity. Then the ion contribution to the second-order coupling coefficients
is smaller than the electron contribution by a factor of o-der (m /m )(!T "T.), and the
ion contribution to the third-order coupling coefficients is smaller thanr the electron
contribution by a factor of order (me,/m ) 2 (Te /Ti) The electron contributions may
be evaluated rapidly by using these approximations. Without loss of generality, define
the pump amplitude uo to be real and positive, and define A eu /m o The quan-0e De a
tity A is a measure of the pump stren5th:
pea k electron excursion induced by the pump
I(electron D)ebye lenth)b)
To within the approximation introduced above,
peak electron velocity induced by the punip
2(electron thermal velocity)
?Then the couplin, coefficients as represented by their electron contributions (take y =
for coupling to a low ph. se-velocity mode) are
-( .NL(2)
-(1) " (o),o
o 1)
-1) (0), -0o0 o
( ) (1),-o
o (c )
* .NL(3)
(1) (- , 0
o (1)
A
o) De
aI k(A
k (o) De
(0) De
u - A
o S
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S .NL(3)
e(-1) J(1 ), -o, -o
o (-1)
: .NL(3)
(1) (1), o, -o
o0 (1)
.NL(3)
e(-1) 1(-1), o, -o
o (-1i)
.NL(3)
(o) (0o), o, -o
:- 2
u
2 iA'4s[A
u u r -iA
oo
u u
0o
u u
E o, , O O
-iA A I
-iP LA 2 (
Here the t are geometrical factors defined as follows.
S = e e( 1) describes the relative alignment of the pump and positive HF perturbation
polarizations;
PA= oe e) describes the relative alignment of the pump and negative HF pertur-
bations;
1L is a complicated geometrical factor that can be shown to be of order unity pro-
(o)) 2 2 (o) /pe
vided -- < k X and of order 2 2 inpe ko XDe
results (13) in (7), and get
(o) 2 2
case -- > k Xpe (o) Depe
We substitute the
K(1) + A2 1 I2
i(A/k(o)kDe) S
A2 :-
11SI'A
-i(A/kL(0)De) [ S
K(o) + A L
-i(A /k(o) De )
."
2 *A 1 SF1A
i(A/k (o)De) 
A
K(-1) + A 2
Multiplying the rows by 1i4 S ,
respectively, we obtain
ik(o)kDe, 1/ and the columns by 1/hS, -ik(o) De, 1/p A '
K()/, 2s + A2
A
A
2
A
A 2 +x 2
(0) (o) De
A K(1) A2)
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2 2
where X is of order k(o Xe or of order (o/ wpe, hichever is larger.
(15), we obtain
Expanding
K K(1) (-1)
l[ 2 2 1PSA I
=-A 2
K(-
1 )
IA 2 2 2
(o) (o) XDe
Note that for an electrostatic high-frequency (ESHF) perturbation
2
p
K(±1) 2 2 2) 2 - 3k( )
(+l) (1 Te
Note that for an electromagnetic high-frequency (EMHF) perturbation
(2+ 2 c2)
K(+) 1- Z((±)1) 2
Note that for an electrostatic low-frequency (ESLF) perturbation
2 2
K k 2 1 2(o) (of )e 2S(o)
a. Parametric Decay Instability
(17)
(18)
(19)
Let A be small but nonzero and examine the neighborhood of the intersection
A for possible instability. Set (k(o)z,W(o)) = (k Af ' A + Aw ) , where Aw and hence
2 2K(, K k X are of order A.
(1) (0) (0) De
K( 1 ) 2 2
2 (o) (o) De
Then (16) reduces to
2
=A
Now expand in Taylor's series about A .
2 Aj -2kA)
lA (kA)
The root of (20) is Aw = i,,
s 2 2.
where
(20)
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Cp WLA
4
Vo e " (1)) CpolA
16 v' Te
This is the usual decay instability growth rate.
b. Modified Decay Instability
Assume that K(1 ) << K(-I), then (16) reduces to
K(
1 )
iS 2
2 2 2
2 1 - (o) () De
K (o)k) 2 +x A
2
K(0)k(o) D eX
This is the same as the 2 X 2 determinantal equation obtained by truncating (15):
( K(1 ) [S) +Az
2 2
K k De(o) (o) De
= 0.
+xA 2
It describes the parametric coupling of modes which incorporates self-corrections to
their dielectric constants that are due to the pump. Assume
XA 2 << K(o) k(oDe
so thA 2the LF self-correction is neligible then (21)k reduces t
2 2
so that the LF self-correction is negligible, then (21) reduces to
K( 1 )
S1 2
(23)
Assume finally that wIA < C(o)I << wpe so that the LF dielectric function is strongly
modified, whereas the HF dielectric function may be approximated by its Taylor's
series expansion in o about A* Then (23) becomes
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o (0) CO 2 A________W _
SS 2 2 2
p P W(o) - (IA o)
(0) =A S iAp. (24)
This has a root for which
Im (31/2 (A )2/3 IA) 1/3 (25)(Oo)) - - 24/3 IA P
This is the modified decay instability growth rate. The assumptions K(1 ) << K(_) and
OIA << I (o), are consistent only if the intersection B lies at a point (kB, WB ) so that
(WB/kBcS) is very large. This requires that the pump, while ~co , satisfy ko XDe >>
me/mi. For an electromagnetic pump, this is not trivial, but with an electrostatic
pump wave this may be satisfied easily. The assumption jxA 2 << I1-K (o)ko2 De is
consistent with the result (24) only if
3 2
W(o) << IAp
A2 <<1.
This is consistent with the assumption o(o ) >> WIA only if 1 << (w / IA)1/3. If this is
not satisfied, (24) must be replaced by (21), which results in a more complicated cubic
equation for w(o ) .
c. "Nonoscillatory" Instability
Let A be small but nonzero and examine the neighborhood of B for possible insta-
22bility. Note that B is not near the ion-acoustic dispersion curve so that K k o)X is2(o) (o) De
large and the term XA may be neglected in (16); hence, (16) reduces to
2 2 \
K K K() K K k -1(1) (-1) 2  (1) (-1) (o) (o) De
-A + (26)IS12 i2 - 2 2 2(
S 1A S AA, KSk (0o) De
Set (k(o)z, (o ) ) = (kB+ Ak, B+ Aw). Note that K(1 ) , K(_1) are of the order of (Ak, Aw)
which must therefore be of order A . Make a Taylor's series expansion in k
22
and w of K(1 ) and K and approximate K(0)k De by a constant. Then (26)
becomes
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2 (A- v(1) Ak) 2(-Ao- v(-1) Ak)
S6= -A
2 2 -co po a°- tz
p ' p
2 v(l) 2 v(l)
g g k 
2
Ak BcS
p WB - k cS
(27)
Take Iko] (-_l), k( 1 ) . Then PS A I and
4 (Aw- v() Ak) (A + v( - 1 ) Ak)g =-A2 2 (S 2 1 )+2 v(-1)
g g g
Iv(-1)I = u - wg g Wg
22
2 S =M.[is I 2 2 
kBcS B
2 2 2(Ao-W Ak) - u Ak 2
g g
Completing the square gives
(Aw-wg Ak)2 -u Akg g 2
-A2 Mu Akc .
g p
A 2 MCp) 1 4M
2 2
4 p
For real Ak, from (29), the maximum growth rate is
2
y = 2 Mp
which occurs at u Ak = -1 2Mw From (28), for fixed Ak = -5/u
g 2 p g
frequency mismatch for each half of the plasma dispersion curve,
where 6 is the
1 2 2
1 y+6 2
-A 2M -6o A
p
This is Nishikawa's result generalized to the case when the pump wave vector is
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kBCS22 2
B S B
Then
(28)
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nonzero. Although the growth rate is the same (up to a factor of order unity) as for
ko = 0, the low-frequency growing mode can now feed energy into the ion distribution
function. It would seem that the previously labeled "nonoscillatory" instability is just
a special case of nonlinear Landau damping by coherent waves.
d. Modified Nonoscillatory Instability
Examine the form taken by the nonoscillatory instability for growth rates large com-
pared with the ion-acoustic frequency k( o ) S but still small compared with the plasma
frequency. That is, assume
k(0)c S I I(o) I p.
Assume also that the LF self-correction is negligible.
X A ( r 1 - K (0 )k o ) k De I
Then (16) reduces to
K( 1 )
/ 2
K (- 1 )
2
= -A2 (
K(
1 )
[lS 2
2 2
K K k X -
t(-1) (o) (o) De
2 2 2
A Ko)k(0 ) o) De
(30)
as for the unmodified nonoscillatory instability. For the growth rates considered here,
2 2
however, the exact form for K)k) 2 XDe must be inserted in (30), although the Taylor'showeveo) (o) De
series expansions for K(1),K(-_) are still valid. We now have an equation corre-
sponding to (29):
(Ao-w Ak) - u Ak
g\
- 1 [iS 2 )2 2 2
-5 - S A s
2
1 2 4 2) 
- p
By approximating k(0o)C S << (o) and taking
u Ak= -
g 2
2 2
p
2 2
k(o)CS
2
(o)
since 1AWo W(o) >> w Ak , (31) becomes
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4 4
W2 ~ 1 2 4 2 (o )
°(o) 4 p- A  4
o(o)
which has a root
31/2
Im {() - =
24/3
where wIA
from (32),
= k(o) cS*
u Ak =
u >> w ; that is,
g g
A(W IA)
IAA(kB)
This is the modified nonoscillatory instability growth rate. No
(o) I so that the assumption Aw >I> w Ak is justified only if
if k <k < .
-01 << B Furthermore
Aku k o)AkcS g c () ( ) cS
kBCS kBcS ug k(o0)cS kB g
which may be large, so that the value of wIA in (33) may be very different from the
unmodified value kBCS .
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1. CO 2 SHORT-PULSE AMPLIFICATION STUDIES
National Science Foundation (Grant GK-37979X)
A. H. M. Ross
Recent advances in high-pressure gas discharge technology have made possible the
deposition of as much as 300 joules/liter in carbon dioxide laser media. Because of
the several vibration-rotation degrees of freedom of the CO2 molecule, this energy is
stored in a great many molecular states, and therefore efficient extraction of it requires
optical pulse lengths that are large compared with the kinetic collision times governing
the energy-exchange processes in the medium. Operation of high-pressure devices as
oscillators yields as much as 50 joules/liter from the afterglow of a pulsed discharge,
and quasi cw operation has given hundreds of joules/liter in 10-100 ps pulses. Extrac-
tion in ns pulses is far less efficient. In this report we summarize theoretical results
from a multitemperature kinetic model formulated to describe ns pulse amplification by
devices operating at pressures above 1 atm. Numerical results for 1-atm and 5-atm
pulse amplifiers are presented.
Amplification of pulses comparable to, or faster than, kinetic collision times
requires consideration of the polarization of the molecules, and of inertial effects in the
molecular dipoles (for example, see Hopf and Rhodes 1 ) . Theoretical models incorpo-
rating only two vibration states and the full rotation spectrum will be adequate
descriptions. If energy is to be extracted efficiently, the pulse length must be several
collision times, in which case the coherence effects can be neglected, and the medium
can be described by a rate-equation model.
In the rate-equation limit the growth of a plane wave in a transversely uniform
medium with nonresonant loss a can be described by a first-order differential equation
in distance
= - l + 0-() N [ - [10 0 , ] I, (1)
tf 91
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where the stimulated emission cross section is
X2 T2 yo
4rtsp gJ' (-co) 2 + o 
)
2th
with Nc the CO2 density, gj the degeneracy of the Jth rotational state
g = 2 J + 1, (3)
and [n 1 n 2 n 3 , J] is the fractional CO 2 population in the state of these quantum numbers
(that is, the diagonal element of the density matrix for a single molecule). The spon-
taneous emission time written here is that for the entire band; an individual line has
a matrix element proportional to the rotational matrix element
2 J  for a P(J) line (J' = J- 1)
J + 1 for an R(J) line (J' =J + 1)
We shall neglect frequency pulling effects, although in high-gain systems they will be
important if the input pulse is detuned appreciably.
We assume that the molecular kinetics can be described adequately by rate equations
in which only binary collisions are important. Even with the rate-equation model, the
six degrees of freedom of the CO 2 molecule in its electronic ground state give rise to
so many important vibration-rotation states that the problem would be intractable with-
out further simplifying assumptions. The fact that the molecule is reasonably harmonic
in its low vibrational states, and that the interaction of vibration and rotation is weak
allows us to treat the relaxation of the various degrees of freedom substantially
independently. We also make use of the observation of Osipov and Stupochenko 2 that
relaxation of molecular vibrations from a nonequilibrium distribution takes place in two
phases: first, a rapid relaxation to quasi equilibrium in which the various normal
modes of the molecule acquire a Boltzmann distribution of excitation, which can corre-
spond to a temperature far different from the kinetic temperature of the gas and second,
a slow relaxation of these quasi-equilibrium distributions to the kinetic tempera-
ture.
Since we are concerned with amplifiers in which the pumping takes place over a time
scale that is large compared with the kinetic collision times, it is reasonable to assume
that prior to the arrival of the electromagnetic pulse the vibrational states are dis-
tributed according to the partial equilibrium distribution
[nln 2 n3] = (l-s)(l-b)2 (1-a) s (n+ ) bn2 a , (5)
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where s, b, and a are Boltzmann factors for the symmetric stretch, bending, and
asymmetric stretch modes (v 1 , v 2 ' V3 ) of the CO 2 molecule. We have taken the state
[n 1 n2 n3] to include all of the states [nln 2 n3], of which there are n 2 + 1 (k represents
an angular momentum around the symmetry axis of the molecule, and hence can take
on the values -n 2 , -n 2 + 2, -n 2 +4, .... n 2 - 2, n 2 ).
s = exp k T (6)
b = exp - kL b  (7)
a
a = exp kB T (8)
The rotation states also reflect a Boltzmann distribution
n 1 hcB hcB 
nn2n3 , nn2n 3 2 gJ BTr exp kBT J(J+1) , (9)
where we assume that the rotational constant B is independent of the vibrational state
(CO 2 has cB = 11606 MHz and 11698 MHz in the upper and lower laser levels, respec-
tively). Doppler broadening of the laser lines is less than 1% of the homogeneous line-
width at 1 atm, so the velocity distribution of the molecules will be neglected.
Passage of an optical pulse will introduce deviations from these distributions. In
particular, a fast pulse will create a "hole" in the state [000 1, J' ] (that is, it will
depress the population below that given by (5)), and a "peak" in [1000, J] because of the
stimulated emission process. Judicious approximations allow a description of the kin-
etics in terms of variables giving the average occupations of the three vibrational
modes and the depths of the "holes" in both vibration and rotation. In particular, we
assume that the two laser states have the forms
[00 1 = z-la + a (10)
v
-1[100] Z s+ p (11)
and that the other states retain their previous occupation probability exclusive of nor-
maliz ation
n 1 n n 3
[nln 2 n 3 ] = Z s (n 2 +1) b a , (n l n Zn 3 ) # laser state. (12)
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The normalization condition requires
-1Z -  = (1-a-f)(1-s)(1-b)2 (1-a).
v
Defining the occupation fractions for the individual modes
x = ' [mnq]
mn
Yn = I [mnq]
mq
z = 2 [mnq],
nq
and with the assumptions (10), (11), and (12), we find the following expressions.
x = (1-a-p)(1-a)a q ,q q 0 or 1
x = 1 - a - a + (a+p)a = (1-a-p)(1-a) + P
xl = (1-a-p)(1-a)a + a
Yn = (1-a-p)(n+l)b n
m
z = (1-a-p)(-s)s ,
z = 1 - s - P + (a+p)s =0
m 0 or 1
(1-a-p)(1-s) + a
z1 = (1-a-p)(1-s)s + p. 9
These distributions are illustrated in Fig. VI-8.
While this assumption of "holes" in single vibrational states is a convenient approx-
imation, the corresponding ansatz for the rotational distribution is supported experi-
mentally by the work of Cheo and Abrams. 3 They have found that the rotational
relaxation may be J-independent and all rotational levels are thermalized in one
collision time, so that the expression
[00o1,J] = [00o1 ] fZ 1 2 ga, exp - J'(J'+1) + (20)
with
QPR No. 111
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(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
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-1 hcBZ = (1-r)r kBTr (21)
correctly parametrizes solutions of the model. measures the depth of the "hole"
in the rotational sublevel depleted by the radiation; the other levels are populated
'Ki-------
q=0
n 0 1 2
ENERGm -0
Fig. VI-8.
i 2
Assumed distributions of CO 2 normal vibrational
mode excitations.
in proportion to a Boltzmann distribution scaled in amplitude by 1- so that the net
vibrational-state population is held constant as varies. A similar expression is
assumed for the lower level:
[oo10, J]= [10o0] Z- 1 2 g exp khc J(J+1) +
with
-1 1 hcB
r ikB T r/ "
This rotational distribution is illustrated in Fig. VI-9.
(22)
(23)
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PJ 1 3 5..
J=0 2 4 6 8 .....
Fig. VI-9. Assumed distributions of CO 2 rotational-state
excitations.
The Landau-Teller assumption that the dependence of energy exchange cross sec-
tions is that of harmonic oscillator matrix elements can be used to determine the cross
sections for the processes to all orders from the measured rates. We have taken into
account the following processes.
V-T in the v 2 mode:
(n 1 n2 n3 ) + M (n I ,n , -, n3 ) + M + Eb
Intermode V-V between v3 and vN:
k
an
(n l , n 2 +1, n3 ) + N2 (v) (nn 2 n3 ) + N2 (v+1) + 18 cm
Intermode V-V between v3 and 3 v2
kab
(n 1 n 2 , n 3 +1) + M - (n 1 ,n 2 +3,n 3 ) + M +346 cm
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Intramode V-V in v3:
k
aa
(n 1 n2 , n 3 +1) + (n'n, n' ) - (n1n 2n3 ) + (nn2, n3+l)
R-T:
k
r(j) + M (j') + M.
In addition, the lower laser state has been assumed to have a V-V relaxation of inde-
terminate nature which has been modeled by a simple exponential decay. Other V-T
processes could be included, but the principal loss rate from both v 3 and vN is by the
v 2 mode. Also, because of the close coupling of the v I and v 2 modes by the Fermi reso-
nance (that is, large cross sections for the conversion of one member of a Fermi reso-
nant pair into the other), we have assumed that the v1 and v 2 vibrational temperatures
are equal. The proper variable for the description of the combined bath of states is
Q = 2 S + B, (24)
where S and B are the average occupancies of v1 and v2:
-1 sS = mz = Z + p, (25)
m v 1-s
m
-
1 2b (26)B = I ny n = Z v  (-b'n v 1-b'
n
A = qx Z a + a. (27)
q q v 1-aq
For simplicity, we have also assumed s = 2 Eb so that
s = b2 (28)
The derivation of the equations for A, N, Q, a, p, 5, q and the kinetic-rotational energy
per particle is straightforward but tedious. Neglecting the a + p terms in (17)-(19) com-
pared to 1, we find (w= c0):
A = -R A(N+) 
- (A+1)N e
at' an
-R + ] [A(+ 1 - (A+) eab/kBT
-R. (29)
1
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= +3R ab[1l + 3B
B+2_
3
A, + 1 )2
3
- (A+ 1)(a2
-R B - B + 2.b 1BB+1(2
a 
= Rnat, na
ac 
-2R a -R.
at' aa 1
ap
at' 2Rbb i
at' -- 'r - (1-a) Ri [o00 1]
at' -'Yr + (l-n) Ri/[1000
3 + c+ n (kBT) c bRb
-an/kB T
(33)
(34)
(35)
lB-B
2 
- BB- +12
+ canRan A(N+1) -(A+1)N ea
+ ac ab Rab( 1)+ 2)
(A+1)(B)3 -E ab/kBT
ab B
cR = R = ck P
c an n na cln an
R = k M)P
ab M ab
(M)R b = kb) PM
R =k P
aa ckaa
B = B(Tb= T)
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(30)
(31)
(32)
where
(36)
(37)
(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)
A(N+1) -(A+1)N e
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R 01 g oij 11 hvI gJ' [o I
ai ~- ( %[oo],,] lo, j. hm"
(42)
Equations 1 and 29 -36 (which are in the canonical form of a set of hyperbolic equa-
tions if t' is the retarded time t - z/c) have been solved numerically for a 30% CO 2
gas mixture at 1 atm and 5 atm total pressure. The input pulse was a 1 ns (FWHM),
1 MW/cm 2 Gaussian shape. Initial conditions were calculated under the assumption
of equilibration of Q at T , and of T = T sufficient to give the small-signal gains
o a n
SMALL-SIGNAL GAIN PER cm
S 3%45, 35
} am
0 3%
r - 4%
S4 %o
L (meters)
Fig. VI-10. Peak intensity of amplified short pulse in CO 2
media of known small-signal gain at 1 and 5 atm
total pressure. Gas mixture: 0. 30:0. 05:0. 65
(CO2:N 2 :He). Input pulse: Gaussian shape, 1 ns
6 Wicm2
FWHM, peak intensity 10 V/cm
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illustrated; these are typical of those to be expected in various high-pressure
discharges. Peak pulse intensity as a function of depth in the amplifier is
shown in Fig. VI-10, and the output pulse shapes are shown in Fig. VI-11.
E
a
o
z
z
2
0
-2.0 -1.0 0 1.0
TIME (ns)
Fig. VI-11. Temporal pulse profiles for amplifiers of
Fig. VI-10, 4%/cm small-signal gain at
1 atm, 3/cm at 5 atm.
Note that there is substantial broadening of the pulse at 1 atm, while at 5 atm the output
is a reasonably faithful diplicate of the input, even after amplification by more than 1000
in intensity. Note also the extremely large saturation intensity at 5 atm; elementary
considerations of the saturation process show that it should scale approximately as
the square of the total pressure.
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2. AMPLIFICATION OF TWO HIGH-INTENSITY NANOSECOND
TEA CO 2 LASER PULSES (AHN)
National Science Foundation (Grant GK-37979X)
U. S. Army -- Research Office - Durham (Contract DAHC04-72-C-0044)
Y. Manichaikul
Experiment
We have previously reported on the generation and amplification of high-intensity
nanosecond pulses.1 Two or three of these pulses were produced. They were from
the P(16) transition, 2 ns wide (FWHM), separated by 12 ns. When these pulses were
focused into a three-electrode laser amplifier as shown in Fig. VI-12, a peak intensity
of 2-3 MW/cm 2 was obtained. A beam splitter was used so that the intensity of the
pulses could be monitored. The input and output detectors were as shown in Fig. VI-12.
In this experiment the detected input signals were delayed 100 ns by using 60 ft of
R 100%, FLAT MIRROR
INPUT
R 100%, 2-m
RADIUS OF CUR /ATURE NCI BEAM AMPPDPEE T D
OUTPUT
THREE-ELECTRODE TUBE
FROM OSCILLATOR OF HIGH-INTENSITY ns PULSE
GENERATING SYSTEM DESCRIBED PREVIOUSLY.1
Fig. VI-12. Experimental arrangement for amplification of
high-intensity ns pulses. (See Y. 1Manichaikul.1)
RG-8 cable. The add mode of a Tektronix oscilloscope was used to display the signals
for both input and output pulses on the same screen. The two detectors were calibrated
against each other by comparing the oscilloscope picture of the input and output pulses
without discharge exciting the three-electrode laser amplifier. Figure IVI-13a shows
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INPUT INPUT
OUTPUT OUTPUT
(a) (b)
Fig. VI-13. Output and input of AHN experiment. Total pressure:
200 Torr. Gas mixture: CO2 :N 2:He = X:4:100.
Intensity of input pulse: 0.75 (MW/cm2)/div. Inten-
sity of output pulse: 1. 12 (MW/cm2)/div. Time:
50 ns/div. (a) Amplifier off. (b) Amplifier on.
the oscilloscope display for this case.
In order to probe the temporal evolution of the three-electrode laser amplifier, we
first fired the amplifier and, after a chosen delay time, the oscillator. In general, the
oscillator was fired ~30 is after the onset of the discharge in the amplifier for two rea-
sons: first, we wished to avoid the effects on our measurements of the shock waves
generated by the discharge. Second, we wished to be certain that the symmetric
stretching (SS) and bending (B) modes of CO 2 had equilibrated with each other at
slightly above the kinetic temperature of the gas.2
Measurements on the amplification of high-intensity ns pulses were made at 200 Torr
of CO2:N 2 : He mixtures. The ratio of these mixtures was CO 2 :N 2 : He = X: 4:100, where
CO 2 partial pressure was varied from 3. 5 to 35 Torr partial pressure. Small-signal
gain of this three-electrode laser amplifier in each case was measured by a cw CO 2
laser.
Results
Figure VI-13b illustrates the input and output pulses when the amplifier is turned
on. Four such measurements were made and their average was taken at each CO 2
partial pressure studied. We have found that the RG-8 cable used for the time delay
introduces some distortion in the input signals. This distortion can be accounted for
if the first (second) pulses of the input and output pulses from the amplification mea-
surements are compared with the first (second) pulses of the input and output pulses
when the amplifier was evacuated.
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Table VI-1. Experimental results.
No. P SSG LSG1  Ta ANuCO 1 vv
(Torr) 110% 10% (0 K) Nu(0)
1 3. 5 0. 50 0.30 1180 0.12
2 6. 5 0.70 0. 36 1150 0.11
3 11.0 1.50 0.76 1155 0.14
4 20. 0 1.00* 0. 52 845 0.11
5 23. 0 1. 50* 0.75 860 0. 13
6 24. 0 2.00* 0.96 890 0. 14
7 27.0 2. 50* 1. 15 935 0. 15
8 35.0 2.00 0.81 830 0. 10
Notes: Not measured directly; calculated from LSG and the
peak intensity of the pulse.
I. -Iin outSSG in out is the small-signalI.in
gain across the tube.
Here the intensity is less than 1 W/cm
LSG 1 , large-signal gain of the first pulse.
Ta , temperature of the asymmetric stretching mode cal-
culated from SSG.
AN
u
, fractional depletion of the 000 1 population by an
Nu(0) ns pulse.
ANu
, 
calculated from the
sity of the pulse.
Nu(0), obtained from SSG.
large-signal gain and the inten-
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Figure VI-14 shows LSG 2 /LSG 1 vs the partial pressure of CO 2 studied. We have
A Iouti - iniLSG =
in i
where i = 1, 2, with 1 and 2 representing first and second pulses. LSG 1 (LSG2 ) is
the large-signal gain of the first (second) pulses. The following observations can be
made from these measurements. (i) LSG 2 /LSG 1 is less than unity. This is to be
expected, since the first pulse had depleted a fraction of the population from the 000 1
level of CO 2 . (ii) The ratio LSG 2 /LSG 1 is approximately 0. 8 at CO 2 partial pressure
of 3. 5 Torr and the ratio increases slowly to 0. 9 as CO 2 partial pressure increases
to 20 Torr or higher, which is as expected, since the 000 1 level of CO 2 was being
repopulated by the higher O n m levels at a rate 3 that is directly proportional to the
CO 2 partial pressure.
Table VI-1 gives other experimental results of interest. We found that the large-
signal gain of our pulses is approximately one-half the small-signal gain, and the frac-
AN
tional depletion of the 00 1 level, u ,is between 0. 10 and 0. 15.
Nu(0)
A theoretical model for the amplification of high-intensity nanosecond pulses is being
developed. We shall present the theory, and make a comparison of theory and experiment
in a future report.
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